
Olight	i5T	EOS	CU	

 

● Max 300 lumens, 60 meters throw, max 20 hours runtime just powered by a AA battery 
(included) 

● Quick mode shiŌing through the anƟ-slip tail switch 

● As time passes by, the beautiful copper oxide coating will finally appear 

The i5T EOS CU is a tail switch copper EDC flashlight powered by a single AA battery 
with an amazing max output of 300 lumens. It features a double helix body knurling 
for attractive appearance, unique style, excellent ventilation and solid grip. It is 
equipped with a high-performance LED paired with a PMMA optic lens producing a 
soft and balanced beam for comfortable use. Copper EDC flashlight i5T EOS CU also 
features a dual direction pocket clip for multiple carrying options such as a pocket, 
backpack strap or hat brim as a headlamp in seconds for hands-free experience, 
making the EDC flashlight incredibly convenient to take with you everywhere.  

GENERAL DATA 
Beam Distance 
(ft) 196 

Beam Distance 
(m) 60 

Max. 
Performance 
(lumens) 

300 
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GENERAL DATA 
Compatible 
Batteries 1.5V AA Alkaline Battery/AA NiMH Battery 

Light Intensity 
(candela) 910 

Light Form Wide/Broad Hotspot. Perfect for up close illumination. 
Lens / Reflector 
Type PMMA Optic Lens (big, defined wide hotspot) 

Mode Operation Tail Switch 
Form/Size Factor Small Size (Car key / Zippo Lighter) 
Series Series I 

Unique 
Characteristics 

 Powerful for Its Size: Copper EDC flashlight i5T EOS CU compact and 
lightweight, powered by a convenient and widely available single AA 
battery, it delivers a max output of 300 lumens and a max throw of 60 
meters. 

 Unique Style: Copper EDC flashlight i5T EOS CU double helix body 
knurling is designed for unique style, excellent ventilation and solid 
grip. 

 Highly Integrated Tail Switch: The user can operate momentary on 
and quick mode shifting (15/300 lumens) all through a convenient tail 
switch. 

 Smooth and Easy Operation: The copper flashlight i5T EOS CU tail 
switch features a built-in spring, making the pressure smooth and just 
right; Embedded with small pearled silicone surface, the switch 
provides an anti-slip pressing experience. 

 Versatile Carry Options: The dual direction pocket clip makes it 
convenient to carry the EDC flashlight in a pocket or attach to a hat 
brim or backpack strap for hands-free experience. With a lanyard 
hole, the clip can accept a 1.5mm diameter lanyard cord. 

LIGHTING LEVELS 
LEVEL 1 (lumens) 300~150~30 

Run-time LEVEL 1  3+25+122min 

LEVEL 2 (lumens) 15 

Run-time LEVEL 2  20h 

Strobe No 
SOS / BEACON No 
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TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS 
Waterproof IPX8 
Weight (g / oz) 105/ 3.7 
Length (mm / in) 95/ 3.74 
Head Diameter (mm / 
in) 17.8 / 0.7 

Body Diameter (mm / 
in) 17.8 / 0.7 

Led High Performance Cool White LED 
Packaging Carton Blister 
Use keychain, everyday carry, gift, outdoor, home 

Package Contents 

 Flashlight Olight i5T EOS CU (1.5V AA Alkaline Battery Included) 
X 1 

 Pocket Clip X 1 
 User Manual X 1 
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